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Singlet±triplet oscillations of spin-correlated radical pairs due to the
Larmor precession in low magnetic ®elds
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2 Novosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
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Singlet±triplet oscillations in spin-correlated radical pairs have been studied at magnetic ®eld
strengths low for one radical and high for the other. Oscillations with frequencies close to the
Larmor frequency !0 of electron spin precession have been predicted under these conditions.
Both numerical and exact analytical solutions in arbitrary magnetic ®elds are presented for
three cases of hyper®ne couplings in wide-spectrum radical. For the case of unresolved spec-
trum, singlet±triplet evolution was found to contain a single oscillating term with frequency
!0. In the case of one spin-I magnetic nucleus, there are two low frequency oscillating terms
with frequencies !¡ ˆ !0 ¡ !0=…2I ‡ 1† and !‡ ˆ !0 ‡ !0=…2I ‡ 1†, the amplitude of the ®rst
term being larger than that of the second. The case of a number of equivalent protons also has
been analysed as a superposition of one-nucleus oscillations. The predicted oscillations were
observed in a time resolved magnetic ®eld e� ect for several radical ion pairs produced by X-
ray irradiation of alkane solutions with charge acceptors. For pairs (p-terphenyl-d14)¡.

/(iso-
octane)‡

.
and (p-terphenyl-d14)¡.

/(2,4-dimethylpentane)‡.
the oscillation frequency in a ®eld

B0 of 0.5±4 mT is about 20% lower than !0. Oscillations were observed also in pairs with
equivalent nuclei: (p-terphenyl-d14)‡.

/(C6F6)¡.
and (p-terphenyl-d14)¡.

/(hexamethylethane)‡.
.

1. Introduction

It is well known that magnetic ®elds can a� ect chemi-

cal reactions that involve radical pairs as intermediates

[1, 2], and there has been much interest in the e� ects of
low ®elds comparable with the Earth’s magnetic ®eld

(¹0.05 mT). The intensity of such ®elds is signi®cantly

lower than typical hyper®ne coupling constants in radi-

cals (1±10 mT), which suggests that the conventional

magnetic e� ect resulting from Zeeman splitting of spin

levels in a magnetic ®eld should be ine� ective. However,

both experiment and theory show that, for long-lived
radical pairs, weak magnetic ®elds can considerably

a� ect reaction yields [3±6]. Investigations into this

e� ect are of interest due to the possible in¯uence of

ambient electromagnetic radiation on living organisms

[7] and the mystery of animal navigation [8].

One of the highly e� ective tools for investigating the
mechanism of magnetic ®eld e� ects in chemical reac-

tions is time resolved magnetic ®eld e� ect (TR MFE)

in recombination ¯uorescence [9, 10]. In TR MFE

experiments a short pulse of ionizing irradiation pro-

duces radical ion pairs in a singlet correlated spin state

that can evolve under the in¯uence of external magnetic

®eld, hyper®ne coupling (HFC) and relaxation. A lumi-
nophore with high ¯uorescence quantum yield is usually

selected as a charge acceptor, to produce singlet excited
molecules in recombination of singlet pairs. Fluores-
cence kinetics of the molecules thus provides informa-
tion about time evolution of the population of the

singlet state of the pair »ss…t†. Such information is a
key to understanding the origin of magnetic ®eld e� ects,
as long as they arise through the spin dynamics of a
radical pair being a� ected by a magnetic ®eld. Good
time resolution and sensitivity of the technique are

ensured by optical registration methods.
In TR MFE experiments the spin dynamics in a high

®eld usually are compared with those in zero ®eld. This
technique has been used to study: (i) systems where
radical cations and anions have narrow ESR spectra

and di� erent g values [11±16]; (ii) pairs with one of the
radical ions having HFC with a number of equivalent
nuclei [17±20]; and (iii) pairs of radical ions with ESR
spectrum unresolved due to HFC with many magnetic

nuclei [21, 22]. In these particular cases, spin dynamics
in a high or zero magnetic ®eld can be calculated analy-
tically and there is a comparatively simple frequency
spectrum, thus allowing for clear interpretation of

experimental results.
The general case of HFC with non-equivalent mag-

netic nuclei requires the numerical calculation of spin
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dynamics. The frequency spectrum of »ss…t† is very rich
in this case, thus complicating the interpretation of
experiments. Similar di� culties appear in the case of a
low magnetic ®eld B0 4 AHFC, where the oscillation fre-
quencies of the spin population »ss…t† depend on both
HFC constants and ®eld intensity B0.

The present paper discusses peculiarities in the spin
dynamics for a magnetic ®eld that is high with respect to
one partner of the radical pair and low (or intermediate)
for the other. This can be achieved when the ESR spec-
trum widths of the radical partners di� er greatly. It is
shown that under such conditions TR MFE curves
exhibit oscillations with a frequency close to the
Larmor frequency of electron spin precession in mag-
netic ®eld B0. The ®rst experimental evidence of this
phenomenon is provided.

2. Theory and simulation
If there is no interaction between spins SA and SB of

the pair partners, the probability of ®nding the pair in
the singlet state, provided it is initially singlet, is
expressed in terms of product of spin correlation tensors

AT and BT [23]

»ss…t† ˆ 1
4

‡ AT : BT ˆ 1
4

‡
X

m;nˆx;y;z
…AT mn†…BT mn†: …1†

The components of the tensor connected with the spin
projection operators in the SchroÈ dinger representation
are SAi, SBi and in the Heisenberg representation are
SAi…t†, SBi…t† …i ˆ x; y; z†, and

AT mn ˆ SphSAmSAn…t†i; …2†

where Sp stands for the trace over electron spin vari-
ables, and the pointed brackets denote averaging over
projections of magnetic nuclei.

In experiments, information about spin dynamics is
obtained from an analysis of TR MFE curves given by
the ratio of recombination ¯uorescence intensity with
applied magnetic ®eld to that without magnetic ®eld,
IH…t†=I0…t† [9, 10, 18±20]. This method of registration
excludes the sharply decaying in time and poorly deter-
mined factor in the I…t† dependence proportional to the
recombination rate of radical pairs. Considering also
that not all the pairs in radiation tracks are formed in
a singlet correlated spin state, we ®nd the ratio to be

IH…t†
I0…t†

ˆ
³»H

ss…t† ‡ 1
4
…1 ¡ ³†

³»0
ss…t† ‡ 1

4
…1 ¡ ³†

; …3†

where ³ is the fraction of singlet-correlated pairs.
Let us consider the case when radical A has a broader

ESR spectrum than that of its partner B, and the
external magnetic ®eld is considerably greater than the
width of the ESR spectrum of radical B. Major peculia-
rities of spin dynamics in this case can be most clearly

illustrated under the restriction that the HFC in radical
SB is negligible. Then

BT xx ˆ BT yy ˆ 1
2
cos !0t; BT yx ˆ ¡BT yx ˆ 1

2
sin !0t;

BT zz ˆ 1
2; …4†

where !0 ˆ ®B0 (® is the gyromagneti c ratio for electron
spin). Also, let us assume all the pairs to be correlated
…³ ˆ 1†, paramagnetic relaxation to be absent, and the g
factors of the radicals to be equal to that of free electron.
We shall measure the intensity of the magnetic ®eld and
the values of the HFC constants a in units of circular
frequency …a ˆ ®A†.

2.1. Unresolved spectrum: quasiclassical approximation
If radical A has an HFC with a large number of

magnetic nuclei, a calculation becomes possible within
the framework of quasiclassical approximation [23],
where variation of the nuclear spin states with time is
neglected. Then the time independent HFC term in the
Hamiltonian can be treated as an internal magnetic ®eld,
the projections of which have a Gaussian distribution
with the second momentum ¼2 equal to

¼2 ˆ 1

3

X

k

a2
kIk…Ik ‡ 1†; …5†

where Ik is spin of nucleus with HFC constant ak.
The distribution f …!; ³; ’† over absolute values of the

total ®eld !, which is the sum of the external and
internal ®elds, and over the angles ³ and ’, which deter-
mine direction of the ®eld, is given by

f …!; ³; ’† ˆ
1

…¼
������
2p

p
†3

exp
¡…! cos ³ ¡ !0†2 ‡ !2 sin2 ³

2¼2

Á !

£ !2 sin ³: …6†

Reference [23] gives expressions for the coupling coe� -
cients between operators SAi…t† and operators SAi after
averaging over horizontal angle ’. Having averaged the
coe� cients over distribution (6), using de®nition (2) we
obtain expressions for the nonzero components of the
spin correlation tensor:

AT xx ˆ AT yy ˆ 1
2
e¡…¼2t2=2† cos !0t ¡ ¼2t

!0

sin !0t

Á !

¡ 1
6
e¡…!2

0=2¼2† …1 ¡ ¼2t2† e¡…¼2t2=2† ¡ 1
± ²

‡ 1
2
I…!0; ¼; t†; …7†

AT zz ˆ 1
2

‡ 1
3
e¡…!2

0=2¼2†……1 ¡ ¼2t2†e¡…¼2 t2=2† ¡ 1†

¡ I…!0; ¼; t†; …8†

1072 V. A. Bagryansky et al.
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AT yx ˆ ¡AT xy ˆ 1
2
e¡…¼2 t2=2†

£ 1 ¡ ¼2

!2
0

Á !
sin !0t ‡ ¼2t

!0

cos !0t

Á !

; …9†

where

I…!0; ¼; t† ˆ 1������
2p

p
…1

0

…cos !t ¡ 1† e¡……!2‡!2
0†=2¼2†

£ e…!!0=¼2† ¼

!2
0

¼2

!!0

¡ 1

Á !"

¡ e¡…!!0=¼2† ¼

!2
0

¼2

!!0

‡ 1

Á !
‡ 2!2

3¼3

#
d!: …10†

For small values of the ratio !0=¼ integral I…!0; ¼; t†
vanishes. Substituting the elements of tensors (4) and
(7)±(9) in equation (1) we can obtain the dependence

»H
ss…t†, integral (10) being calculated numerically. Substi-

tution of »H
ss…t† along with the known expression for zero

external ®eld [23],

»0
ss…t† ˆ 1

2
‡ 1

2
…1 ¡ ¼2t2† e¡…¼2 t2=2†; …11†

in equation (3) gives the TR MFE illustrated with ex-
amples for !0 ˆ 2¼, ¼ and 0:5¼ in ®gure 1. Distinct
oscillations with frequency !0 are observed. Their ampli-
tude is almost independent of ®eld intensity for !0 4 ¼
and decreases with the ratio !0=¼. The appearance of
such oscillations also follows directly from the expres-
sion for »H

ss…t† at !0 ½ ¼, which in this limiting case is
given by

»H
ss…t† º 1

3
‡ 1

6
cos !0t‰1 ¡ …1 ¡ ¼2t2† e¡…¼2 t2=2†Š

‡ 2
3
…1 ¡ ¼2t2† e¡…¼2 t2=2†: …12†

The origin of these oscillations is connected with the
Larmor precession of spin SB about the direction of
the external ®eld. The precession modulates the singlet
population of the pair. Within the frame of the quasi-
classical model, the rapid precession of spin SA about
randomly oriented internal ®eld results in partial loss of
spin correlation at times t 5 ¼¡1.

2.2. Radical with one magnetic nucleus
Calculations of spin dynamics in an external magnetic

®eld for the case when radical A contains only one
magnetic spin-I nucleus with HFC constant a are
given in [1, 24, 25]. Let us provide only ®nal equations
in the form used for calculations in this work. Nonzero
components of spin correlation tensor are

AT xx ˆ AT yy ˆ 1
2

Re hA…t†;
AT xy ˆ ¡AT yx ˆ 1

2
Im hA…t†;

AT zz ˆ 1
2 gA…t†; …13†

where

gA…t† ˆ 1 ¡ a2

2I ‡ 1

XI

mˆ¡I

I…I ‡ 1† ¡ m…m ‡ 1†
…2Rm†2

£ ‰1 ¡ cos…2Rmt†Š; …14†

hA…t† ˆ 1

4…2I ‡ 1†
XI

mˆ¡I

‰…1 ‡ Dm† eiRmt ‡ …1 ¡ Dm† e¡iRmtŠ

£ ‰…1 ‡ Dm¡1† eiRm¡1t ‡ …1 ¡ Dm¡1† e¡iRm¡1tŠ; …15†

2Rm ˆ ‰!2
0 ‡ a!0…2m ‡ 1† ‡ a2…I ‡ 1

2
†Š1=2; …16†

Dm ˆ
!0 ‡ a…m ‡ 1

2
†

2Rm
: …17†

Substituting the values of tensor components (4) and
(13) in equation (1) we obtain

»H
ss…t† ˆ 1

4
‡ 1

4 gA…t† ‡ 1
2

Re…hA…t† e¡i!0 t†: …18†

Similarly to the quasiclassical case, in order to reveal the
low frequency oscillations we can simplify equation (18)
in the limit !0 ½ a Then the spectrum of function »H

ss…t†
will contain both high frequencies

2Rm º a…I ‡ 1
2
† ‡ !0

2m ‡ 1

2I ‡ 1
;

Rm ‡ Rm¡1 § !0 º a…I ‡ 1
2
† ‡ !0

2m
2I ‡ 1

§ 1

³ ´
; …19†

Singlet±triplet oscillations of spin-correlated radical pairs 1073

Figure 1. Calculated TR MFE in quasiclassical approxima-
tion for di� erent ratios of the external ®eld intensity !0 to
the spectrum width parameter ¼ of one of the radicals in
the pair: 1, !0=¼ ˆ 2; 2, !0=¼ ˆ 1; and 3, !0=¼ ˆ 0:5. The
other radical has no HFC.
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and low frequencies

!§ ˆ !0 § …Rm ¡ Rm¡1† º !0 1 § 1

2I ‡ 1

³ ´
: …20†

Neglecting terms of order smaller than !0=a in equation
(18) one obtains

»H
ss…t† º 1

3
‡ 1

6…2I ‡ 1†2
‡ …I ‡ 1†…2I ‡ 3†

6…2I ‡ 1†2

£ cos 1 ¡ 1

2I ‡ 1

³ ´
!0t

³ ´
‡ I…2I ¡ 1†

6…2I ‡ 1†2

£ cos 1 ‡ 1

2I ‡ 1

³ ´
!0t

³ ´

‡ high frequency terms: …21†

High frequency terms in equation (21) have frequen-
cies (19) in the interval a…I ‡ 1

2
† § !0. Their contribution

in »H
ss…t† decays within a time of the order of 2p=!0. As

one can see from equation (21), the amplitude T of
oscillations with frequency !¡ is greater than that for

!‡:

T …!¡†
T …!‡†

ˆ …I ‡ 1†…2I ‡ 3†
I…2I ¡ 1† > 1: …22†

Note that T …!‡† ˆ 0 for I ˆ 1=2. Comparing equation
(12) with equation (21) for large values of nuclear spin
I ¾ 1 one can see that they give the same result after
longer times !0t ¾ 1, i.e. oscillations with the Larmor
frequency and an amplitude of 1/6. Figure 2 shows the
result of a calculation of the population »H

ss…t† for
nuclear spin I ˆ 9 (curve 1) and I ˆ 3 (curve 2) at

!0 ˆ 0:5a. For comparison, the ®gure also shows the
result of a calculation of radical pair spin dynamics in
the quasiclassical approximation at ¼ ˆ 2a (curve 4). As
seen on the ®gure, for spin I ˆ 9 the high frequency
oscillations decay rapidly while the low frequency ones
are close to those in the quasiclassical case. At the same
time, in contrast to the quasiclassical case, some ampli-
tude modulation of the low frequency oscillations is
observed. This results from the beating of two close
low frequencies !‡ and !¡.

Increase in nuclear spin I reduces deviation from the
quasiclassical description. The reason of this coincidence
is obvious since it is at large values of nuclear spin I that
the quasiclassical approximation is justi®ed. Vice versa,
in cases of small values of the nuclear spin I (curve 2) the
deviations from the quasiclassical description grow
more considerably. First, the low frequency oscillation
period becomes noticeably larger than the Larmor oscil-
lation period. Second, repetitive bursts of the high fre-
quency modulation come after shorter times (for I ˆ 9
the ®rst burst appears at time at ¹ 130, and lies beyond
the graph).

The presence of two low frequencies !§…20† in the
limit !0 ½ a and the di� erence in their amplitudes can
be explained using a vector model [6]. A scheme eluci-
dating the model is shown on ®gure 3. In the singlet
state, spins SA and SB are antiparallel. However, with

time their relative orientation can change. The measure
of the singlet population is the projection of one spin on
the direction opposite to the other spin: ¡…SA; SB†. Spin
SB precesses about the direction of the external ®eld with
frequency !0. In a low magnetic ®eld, spin SA rotates
rapidly about the direction of the total angular

momentum, which is the vector sum of the electron
and the nuclear spins J§

A ˆ IA § SA, with a frequency
determined by the HFC constant a.

For !0 ½ a, high frequency rotation averages vector
SA to its projection FA on vector JA. The sum vector JA

precesses about the direction of the external ®eld. The
frequency of this precession is noticeably lower than the
Larmor precession frequency of an electron because in
this case the magnetic momentum of the total spin is
close to that of the electron spin, while its angular

momentum is close to that of the nuclear spin. One
can see from the ®gure that the rotation sign is deter-
mined by the sign in J§

A ˆ IA § SA. Vector J‡
A precesses

1074 V. A. Bagryansky et al.

Figure 2. Calculated singlet population »H
ss…t† for singlet-

born radical pair with HFC constant a in one of the radi-
cals: 1, one magnetic nucleus with spin I ˆ 9; 2, one mag-
netic nucleus with spin I ˆ 3; 3, 18 magnetically
equivalent nuclei with spin I ˆ 1=2; and 4, uresolved
ESR spectrum with the same second momentum as for
curve 3 …¼ ˆ 3a=

���
2

p
†. For convenience, the curves are

vertically shifted by 2.4, 1.6, and 0.8, respectively. The
external ®eld intensity is !0 ˆ 0:5a. The other radical
has no HFC.
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in the same direction as the other vector SB, while vector

J¡
A precesses with the opposite sign. The singlet popula-

tion is modulated by the di� erence between the preces-

sion frequencies of the two spins, which are !¡ for J‡
A

and !‡ for J¡
A.

The diagram also shows that the projection F‡
A of

vector SA on the direction J‡
A is larger that the projec-

tion F¡
A of vector SA on the direction J¡

A. That is the

reason for the di� erence (equation (22)) between the

amplitudes of the oscillations !¡ and !‡. As the value
of the nuclear spin I increases, precession of the sum
spin slows down and vectors J‡

A and J¡
A align along

the ®eld and against the ®eld, respectively, thus equal-

izing frequencies !§ and their amplitudes.
Note that in zero magnetic ®eld, in contrast to the

®eld case discussed above, oscillations in »0
ss(t)

»0
ss…t† ˆ 1

4
‡ 1

4…2I ‡ 1†2

£ ‰4I…I ‡ 1† ‡ 3 ‡ 8I…I ‡ 1† cos…a…I ‡ 1
2
†t†Š; …23†

have only one high frequency a…I ‡ 1=2† [1]. Therefore,
the low frequency oscillations in the magnetic e� ect
(equation (3)) are more readily observed when the high
frequency terms are smoothed. In real experiments it is
the limited resolution of the equipment that can lead to
the smoothing with a large HFC constant.

2.3. Radical with equivalent protons
If radical A contains magnetically equivalent nuclei

whose isotropic coupling with the electron is described
by a single HFC constant equal to a, then total nuclear
spin is conserved. This allows us to generalize the results
obtained in the previous section by averaging the expres-
sions therein over the distribution of the values of the
total nuclear spin I. For n equivalent protons the dis-
tribution is given by

PI ˆ …2I ‡ 1†2n!

2n n
2

¡ I
± ²

!
n
2

‡ I ‡ 1
± ²

!
: …24†

Applying this averaging to functions gA(t) and hA(t) in
equation (18) one can obtain the desired result.

Curve 3 in ®gure 2 corresponds to calculation of »H
ss…t†

for 18 equivalent nuclei at !0 ˆ 0:5a. One can see that

»H
ss…t† includes both low frequency and high frequency

oscillations. Over short times the description is close to
the quasiclassical one with the same value of the second
momentum, whereas over longer times they deviate con-
siderably. The low frequency oscillation has a frequency
lower than the Larmor frequency !0.

The deviation is caused by the large contribution of
nuclear con®gurations with small I values. Indeed, the
averaged value hIi ˆ

P
I PII of the total spin increases

with the number of protons n according to approximate
equation hIi º 0:75

���
n

p
. Thus, for n ˆ 18, hIi º 3. For

the spin value I ˆ 3 the di� erence between !§ and !0

is about 15%, the amplitude of the lower frequency har-
monics !¡ being approximately three times that of the

!‡ harmonics.
Apparently, the rise in the high frequency oscillations

is also connected with the prevalence of nuclear con®g-
urations with moderate I values. Theoretically, the devi-
ations from the quasiclassical approximation vanish at
n ¾ 1. However, since hIi grows slowly with n, a satis-
factory agreement is achieved only for an unrealistically
large number of equivalent protons. The problem of
approaching the quasiclassical description for a ®nite
number of non-equivalent nuclei requires further inves-
tigation.

When processing experimental results, one should
take into account longitudinal T1 and transversal T2

paramagnetic relaxation of the radicals, and also recall
that the partner radical B has a ®nite second momentum

Singlet±triplet oscillations of spin-correlated radical pairs 1075

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the spin dynamics for
a singlet-born radical pair by the vector model (see text).
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¼2
B. With these factors taken into consideration, the

expression for the singlet population is given by [20]

»H
ss…t† ˆ 1

4
‡ 1

4
e¡…t=T 1†hgA…t†i

‡ 1
2

e¡…t=T 2† e¡…¼2
Bt2=2† Re…hhA…t†i e¡i!0t†: …25†

The expression for the singlet population in zero mag-
netic ®eld [20], which will be used for ®tting experiment-
ally measured TR MFE in the next section, is

»0
ss…t† ˆ 1

4
‡ 1

12
e¡…t=T 0†‰1 ‡ 2…1 ¡ ¼2

Bt2† e¡…¼2
Bt2=2†Š

£
n ‡ 3

n ‡ 1
‡

2n…n ‡ 2†
n ‡ 1

cos
at
2

± ²n‡1
µ

¡ 2n cos
at
2

± ²n¡1
¶
: …26†

Here T0 describes phase relaxation in zero ®eld. The
frequency spectrum of the singlet population (26) con-
tains only high frequencies a…m ‡ 1

2
†, m ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; n=2.

This means that when harmonics with frequencies
higher than a are smoothed, the TR MFE curve (3)
will display only low frequency oscillations. As an illus-
tration, ®gure 4 shows the calculation for 18 equivalent
protons in comparison with the quasiclassical calcula-
tion. Instrument smoothing was simulated by averaging
over a rectangular time slot with width ¢ ˆ 4p=a.

3. Experimental
The luminescence of n-hexane solutions was detected

by the single-photon counting technique using an X-ray

¯uorimeter described elsewhere [26]. The duration of the
ionizing pulse was < 2 ns. The light was collected using
an optical bandpass ®lter (260±390 nm). The sample
cuvette was similar to that described elsewhere [27]. It
was constructed to avoid the irradiation of quartz parts
of the cuvette and to minimize the background lumines-
cence.

To decrease the in¯uence of instrumental drift the
¯uorescence decays were registered for periods of
250 s, alternatively with and without the magnetic ®eld
using computer control. The magnetic ®eld was adjusted
to within §0:05 mT.

Hexane was stirred with concentrated sulphuric acid,
washed with water, distilled over sodium and passed
through a 1 m column of activated alumina, coated
with AgNO3. The concentration of unsaturated hydro-
carbon impurities was < 10 ppm. p-terphenyl-d14 (PTP-
d14, 98%), hexamethylethane (99%), 2,4-dimethylpen-
tane (99%), iso-octane (99%), and hexa¯uorobenzene
(99%) were used as received from Aldrich. The solutions
were degassed by repeated freeze±pump±thaw cycles. All
measurements were made at 293 § 0:5 K.

4. Experimental results and discussion
As systems that could be close to the quasiclassical

case we studied radical pairs (RH)
.‡/(PTP-d14)

.¡,
where RH was a branched alkane molecule. From
experiments in cryogenic matrices it is known that the
full span of the EPR spectrum of a branched alkane can
exceed 10±20 mT, the largest proton HFC constants
being of about 4 mT [28]. At room temperatures one
can expect the HFC constants to decrease and the
number of interacting protons to increase, due to con-
formation transitions and the rotation of methyl groups,
while the full span of the ESR spectrum remains large.
Because the spectrum width of (PTP-d14)

.¡ is small
(¼PTP ˆ 0:068 mT), external magnetic ®elds satisfying
the condition ¼PTP ½ !0 < ¼RH can be readily met for
such pairs.

Among the systems studied, the most distinct oscilla-
tions were observed for the (iso-octane)

.‡/(PTP-d14)
.¡

radical pair. The HFC constants in the iso-octane
radical cation are unknown. However, experiments on
quantum beats arising under microwave pumping [29]
suggest that the (iso-octane)

.‡ radical cation has a su� -
ciently wide ESR spectrum. The high ®eld TR MFE
curve of this radical cation has no characteristic sharp
peaks, thus indicating that not all of its protons are
equivalent.

Figure 5 shows TR MFE for a solution of 0.3 M iso-
octane + 3 £ 10¡5 M PTP-d14 in n-hexane in the mag-
netic ®eld intensity range 0.5±4 mT. The frequency of
the oscillations observed increases with magnetic ®eld
intensity and equals approximately 0:8!0. For compar-
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Figure 4. Calculated TR MFE (curve 1) for the case of 18
magnetically equivalent protons with HFC constant a in
one of the partners and no HFC in the other one. The
singlet populations »H

ss…t† and »0
ss…t† are averaged over a

rectangular time slot with a width ¢ ˆ 4p=a. The external
®eld intensity is !0 ˆ 0:2a. Curve 2 is a similar calculation
for an unresolved spectrum with the same second momen-
tum.
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ison, estimated times of expected maxima of 0:8!0 fre-

quency oscillations are shown for each ®eld with trian-

gles. The frequency is lower than the Larmor frequency,
apparently because the number of protons in the radical

seems to be insu� cient to justify the quasiclassical

description as discussed above. The experiment also dif-
fers from the quasiclassical case in exhibiting a deep

minimum after short times and some deviation of the
®eld dependence of the oscillation frequency from linear

when the ®eld intensity is increased from 2 mT to 4 mT.

Similar oscillations were obtained also for the pair (2,4-

dimethylpentane)
.‡/(PTP-d14)

.¡ in n-hexane.
As an example of a radical ion with equivalent nuclei

I ˆ 1=2 and a large HFC constant we chose the
(hexa¯uorobenzene)

.¡ radical anion with (PTP-d14)
.‡

as partner radical. The HFC constant for the ¯uorine

nuclei is 13.5 mT [30], which corresponds to a high fre-
quency oscillation period of the order of 2p=a ˆ 2:6 ns.

As one can see from ®gure 6, the high frequencies do not

appear clearly in the TR MFE curve measured for a ®eld
of 4 mT because their period is comparable with the

¯uorescence time of PTP-d14 (½fl ˆ 1:2 ns [13]) and the

resolution of the equipment ½res º 2 ns as well.
This fact facilitates the occurrence of decaying low

frequency oscillations, the position and intensity of

which were ®tted satisfactorily using relation (3),
where the convolution product of spin populations

(25) and (26) with exponential ¯uorescence kinetics

and a rectangular instrument function were substituted.
The ®tting variables were relaxation times T0, T1, T2

and the fraction of singlet-correlated pairs ³. The best

values of these parameters are given in the legend to

®gure 6.

Another example of a radical with equivalent nuclei is
(hexamethylethane)

.‡, which has 18 equivalent protons

with an HFC constant of 1.22 mT [31]. An experiment in

a ®eld of 2 mT (®gure 7) demonstrates a complex oscil-

lation pattern. In this case the external ®eld is compar-

able with the HFC constant. Therefore, the oscillations

produced by the Larmor precession cannot be revealed.

Nevertheless, the pattern as a whole is perfectly simu-
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Figure 5. Experimental TR MFE for a solution of 0.3 M iso-
octane ‡3 £ 10¡5 M PTP-d14 in n-hexane in magnetic
®elds of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 mT. For convenience, the curves
are vertically shifted by 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively. The
triangles indicate predicted positions of the maxima of
0:8!0 frequency oscillations.

Figure 6. Experimental TR MFE for a solution of 10¡2 M
hexa¯uorobenzene ‡10¡3 M PTP-d14 in n-hexane in a
magnetic ®eld of 4 mT. The thin line shows a simulation
of the experiment by a model with 6 equivalent magnetic
nuclei I=1/2 with the following parameter values:
a ˆ 13:5 mT, T 0 ˆ 59 ns, T 1 ˆ 134 ns, T 2 ˆ 59 ns,
³ ˆ 0:1, ½f l ˆ 1:2 ns, and ¢ ˆ 2 ns.

Figure 7. Experimental TR MFE for a solution of
0.3 M hexamethylethane ‡3 £ 10¡5 M PTP-d14 in n-hex-
ane in magnetic ®elds of 2 mT. The thin line shows a
simulation of the experiment by a model with 18 equiva-
lent protons with the following parameter values:
a ˆ 1:22 mT, T 0 ˆ 40 ns, T 1 ˆ 400 ns, T 2 ˆ 71 ns,
³ ˆ 0:22, tf l ˆ 1:2 ns, and ¢ ˆ 2 ns.
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lated by the theory (equations (25) and (26)). As in the
previous example, the ®tting variables were relaxation
times and the fraction of singlet-correlated pairs.

5. Conclusion
TR MFE in a magnetic ®eld higher than the ESR

spectrum width in one of the radicals of a spin-corre-
lated pair but comparable with that width in the other
radical was studied. Oscillations with frequencies close
to that of electron spin precession in an external mag-
netic ®eld were predicted. Their accurate coincidence
with !0 is achieved in the limit case of a large number
of magnetic nuclei. For a ®nite number of magnetic
nuclei the frequency observed is lower than !0.

Experiments on radicals with equivalent nuclei sup-
port the predicted patterns. Also the results of the study
of radicals with non-equivalent nuclei qualitatively agree
with the theoretical predictions. At the same time, some
peculiarities appear in these experiments that cannot be
described by a simpli®ed model.

This work was supported by INTAS (Grant No. 99-
01766) and the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(Grant No. 99-03-33158) .
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